A Notice to Religious People

“See, I am coming soon; my reward is with me, to repay according to everyone’s work. I am the Alpha and the Omega, the first and the last, the beginning and the end.” Blessed are those who wash their robes, so that they will have the right to the tree of life and may enter the city by the gates.

Outside are the dogs and sorcerers and fornicators and murderers and idolaters, and everyone who loves and practices falsehood.

“It is I, Jesus, who sent my angel to you with this testimony for the churches. I am the root and the descendant of David, the bright morning star.” The Spirit and the bride say, “Come.” And let everyone who hears say, “Come.” And let everyone who is thirsty come. Let anyone who wishes take the water of life as a gift. The grace of the Lord Jesus be with all the Saints. (Revelation 22:12 NRSV)

Worldwide everyone feels that the prophesied Apocalypse is very close but no one can agree when. Many TV theologians still adhere to flawed denominational Bible interpretations, and it seems little has changed in the last 200 years. Rather, it got worse. Global atheism is affecting the Christian faith. Many, in disbelief, malign the creator ELOHIM and Yeshua-Jesus, and have degraded them to lying. Accordingly, why do Christians still practice many erroneous Bible dogma falsehoods, believing theological opinions that ignored the witness requirements in any court of law to establish Truth?

For example, many recent Prophecy programs postulate that a temple will be built next to Satan’s mosque in Jerusalem, which will therefore start a seven-year Apocalypse and insist misquoting Scripture, "No one knows the time." But contrary, the Elohim said, "I will never have a temple built next to my footstool separated by a wall." (Ezekiel 43:7-8, par phrased) Is this a paradox?

Even Yeshua-Jesus is branded being a simple ignorant mortal, as some Bible publisher misinterpreted the text that created confusion and separated Jesus’ explanation into a paragraph and created a break at verse 35. (Matt. 24:36) If you join both verses together you get a meaning different from what is assumed in churches.

He meant only His Father-ELOHIM will initiate the schedule of the end of "Time" when earth-heaven will pass away to start the Jod dimension - a new heaven and new earth. It is not connected to the Apocalypse. A third witness is needed to testify against falsehood and censorship. Why do Christians refuse to believe or discuss on TV that Jesus clearly stated the "Date" of His return, counting from when Israel became again a sovereign nation after 2500 years (Luke 21:32)?

Read again what Jesus said above which could lead to the consequence of losing your reward and ultimately being outside the closed door. (Matt. 25:13) Yeshua-Jesus warned, "Truly I say to you, I do not know you. For you know neither the day nor the hour, therefore watch [the sky]!” (Matt. 24:30)

Do you want to be like Noah’s relatives who missed the boat on 5 February 2287 BC? Christians should investigate Bible history more thoroughly, like how Daniel’s prophecy described two rebellions of Satan ending in two Apocalypses. Revelation reveals that Satan will defile a temple. If there is no temple, could there be a conflict paradox again when Yeshua-Jesus has dated His return? You be the Judge. Who is right? Hundreds of witnesses lined up in science for a full, 360° knowledge horizon.

God sent a messenger, Jonah-II with a big science Fish to lift a prophecy veil to end Christian denominational dogma confusion and told him to collect many rational science facts to make his Warning credible for the skeptic. He applied hi-tech knowledge to wake up Christians from sleep. Please reconsider what is recorded in the Gospels, or perish next year in God’s Wrath, with your only chance of being saved if you pass the White-Throne balance test after the Grand-Resurrection.

The last Apocalypse events next year - 2015

A Hebrew Torah-telescope will show a "Near and Far" vision, which will point out truth duplicated from history applied to the present. Reading again the Gospel of Yeshua-Jesus foretelling the future in (Daniel 9:27) referenced in (Matthew 24:15), notice an unfamiliar phrase: On the "wing" of abomination to make desolate. What is it? Perhaps the wing is a carrier from one place to another.

Bible history is usually duplicated and will repeat, once more, a (70 AD) destruction of Jerusalem to be the last Jacob's trouble. The ELOHIM will judge again a faithless nation of Israel still rejecting their Messiah Yeshua-Jesus (Luke 2:34). The veil in the synagogues is still closed, hiding the ancient scrolls, prevented an understanding of Truth in spite of the fact that the historic Temple veil curtain was rent in two, exposing a veiled restoration Mystery.

Why is a historic Yeshua-Jesus still perceived to be a threat to the Jewish religious establishment, who prevent the opening of the forbidden Torah scrolls, thus rejecting his teaching, leading to a repeat of the events recorded in Luke 4:16, showing that their Messiah, Yeshua-Jesus, was a descendant of the High priest class and, in addition, He is linked to David royalty?

Again, a jealous distrust and ignorance is replicating history and is causing a behavior much like the old Roman government who, fearing trouble, crucified the promised Messiah. A non-religious Gentile Pilate announced Yeshua's innocence by washing his hands in an open public gesture and ordered a wooden tablet to proclaim that Yeshua-Jesus is a King replacing Cesar's empire. He did not realize what was prophesied in the Torah. When he wrote on a tablet it was meant to prove why an innocent person was executed forced by politics. But why was it written in three languages?

Overlaid in science, Hebrew is linked to religion embedded in mankind, with Latin representing the Law, and Greek, which caused civilization to flourish with philosophy and science. All three systems crucified the author of LIFE. Even worldwide, that event caused a correction and changed an ancient calendar to BC-AD. A new divine covenant was given and added to the old Abraham contract, which established Israel. It is celebrated as Eucharist and for 2000 years was adapted only in Christian churches. The new covenant would symbolize that Yeshua has given His Life as a final sacrifice to justify the Law foretold in the Torah and many prophets. YHWH-ELOHIM clothed Himself in mortality to atone for the "SIN" caused by Satan-Lucifer, which has entered the Kosmos in 4488 BC like fruit multiplying Evil.

A Kosmos violation must be corrected according to KOSMOS absolute Law and was paid off by ELOHIM Himself when He became mortal and started the process of restitution through his son Yeshua-Jesus recorded in the only history Torah-Revelation book, divinely preserved for mankind. A plan to redeem and restore the Kosmos was implemented by creating new beings as
To understand Daniel's quoted prophecy (Dan. 9:27) we can postulate that toward the end of the 150 day Apocalypse the last Pope of the Catholic Roman Church, representing one third of the earth population, wishes to unify the two biggest religions and combine Islam with the Vatican to establish peace. He is trying to stem the tide and end the threat of the greatest global nuclear conflict to annihilate all Life on earth.

Invited, he will enter the Islamic Dome mosque, unbeknownst to him that Satan claimed it to be his throne, and proclaim that global peace is possible, uniting Yeshua's covenant with an Islam religion invented by Satan. Celebrating the Eucharist, being subjected under what Satan controls, will desecrate the ELOHIM real estate, and therefore will defile the Lords Table.

This abomination act will violate His property, a holy ELOHIM footstool, purchased by David to establish a royal holy place for a future King to die on His own property to become ultra holy for a returned reborn Israel (1947/48). Israel will become a global witness once more and demonstrate that redemption prophesied for 4000 years has been finalized in Yeshua-Jesus and will reclaim His right coming back with His army from heaven in supreme authority to repossess what belongs to Him.

It will finalize the conflict between Jesus and Satan at the end of the Apocalypse to settle who rules mankind and the Angels. All EVIL is judged in Gods Wrath dated by a World Cuckoo Clock linked to 10 = Jod. It is not yet 12 o'clock, the very end of mankind linked to a mortal Time-dimension, which means in (HANS) 10+2 as the Hebrew letter 2=Beth is duplicated again but one notch higher. It is still dual in nature; one for mankind's domain - a new earth, and the other for Angels - also a new heaven? But the bridges between the two domains are the SAINTS, mentioned as the last word in Revelation. It is an office of great honor to be invited to be an ambassador of the King of kings to connect with the other domain to continue eternal Life.

The purchase of a field on this earth with an embedded treasure Peh story makes sense for me but cost much for Yeshua. The Eternal WORD was revealed in John's Gospel to be denigrated to a lesser level below the angel's domain and counted among criminal transgressors being executed on a temporal Dalet Time-dimension. What happened 2000 years ago will confirm Gods Plan for Mankind now proclaimed from 2008 to 2015AD in Jonah's message once more, but this time, the big Fish is meant for comatose skeptics, Jews and Christians.

Wake up People! He is coming back on Rosh Shanan holiday, dated with true science, linked to Torah-Revelation prophecy, confirmed again by three witnesses, 28 September 2015AD.

To widen the knowledge horizon why not use a Hebrew Torah-telescope applying what Yeshua-Jesus said Woe to you scribes, seven times (Matt. 23:23) repeating foretold warning of events to be shocked next year "On That day," explained in the last Pearls and Jonah-II Babushka Egg Message #13 #12 & #11. Only the owner on board of the Titanic could have changed a schedule but its predestined ending was caused by willful ignoring Warnings linked to true science to save more lives.

Not everyone who says to me, 'Lord, Lord,' will enter the kingdom of heaven, but only the one who does the will of my Father in heaven. On that day many will say to me, Lord, Lord, did we not prophesy in your name, and cast out demons in your name, and do many deeds of power in your name?' Then I will declare to them,' I never knew you; go away from me, you evildoers... practicing falsehood.